Images obtained in g ′ , r ′ , and i ′ with the Gemini Multi-Object Spectrograph (GMOS) on Gemini North are used to investigate the metallicity and stellar content of the M31 dwarf spheroidal companion galaxy And V. Red giant branch (RGB) stars are traced out to radii in excess of 126 ′′ from the galaxy center, indicating that And V extends over a diameter approaching 1 kpc.
INTRODUCTION
There is a growing body of evidence that galaxies form in a hierarchal manner, with low mass systems serving as the basic building blocks of galaxy formation. Not only are hierarchal galaxy formation models able to reproduce a wide range of the observational properties of nearby galaxies (e.g. Somerville & Primack 1999; Cole et al. 2000) , but they also provide a natural explanation for extended stellar streams (e.g. Ibata et al. 2001; Martinez-Delgado et al. 2001 ) and the overall structural properties of the Galactic halo (Bullock, Kravtsov, & Weinberg 2001) . The merging process continues to the present day, and it has been suggested that the ultimate fate of the Local Group may be a merger that produces an elliptical galaxy (Forbes et al. 2000) .
Studies of present-day dwarf galaxies can provide insights into the systems from which larger galaxies formed. For example, there are indications that the Galactic halo could not have formed from the accretion of systems with chemical enrichment histories similar to those of the low mass dwarf spheroidal companions of the Milky-Way (Shetrone, Côté, & Sargent 2001) . One possible explanation is that the chemical evolution of the present-day dwarf spheroidal companions of the Milky-Way has been affected by tidal interactions with the Galaxy (e.g. Mayer et al. 2001) , with the result that these systems evolved differently from those that merged early-on to form the Galactic halo.
CDM-based simulations predict many more low-mass systems in the Local Group than have been detected (e.g. Kauffmann, White, & Guiderdoni 1993; Klypin et al. 1999) , and this provides a strong motivation to search for heretofore undiscovered dwarf galaxies. Armandroff et al. (1998) discuss such a search for low surface brightness companions of M31, and report the detection of the dwarf galaxy And V. Using a color-magnitude diagram (CMD) obtained from follow-up CCD images, Armandroff et al. (1998) conclude that the metallicity and mean central surface brightness of And V are superficially unremarkable, in the sense that these quantities are similar to those of two other companions of M31: And I and And III.
The apparent similarity to And I and And III notwithstanding, with a mean abundance [Fe/H] = −1.5 and absolute magnitude M V = −9, And V falls well off of the relation between metallicity and M V that is otherwise well-defined by observational data (e.g. Caldwell 1999 ). The [Fe/H] -M V relation is generally thought to be imprinted during the early stages of galaxy evolution, and is a measure of the extent of chemical enrichment before the onset of winds that purge a galaxy of its interstellar medium. This relation is of fundamental astrophysical importance; for example, it is likely the physical basis behind the color-magnitude relation of early-type galaxies (Kodama & Arimoto 1997) , and is a basic prediction of CDM-dominated galaxy formation models (e.g. Dekel & Silk 1986 , Cole et al. 2000 .
Why does And V depart from the [Fe/H] -M V relation? A reasonable starting point for answering this question is to check the existing metallicity determination. The CCD data used by Armandroff et al. (1998) to construct the CMD of And V were recorded during 1 ′′ seeing conditions, and are restricted to the upper ∼ 1.5 mag of the red giant branch (RGB). Their CMD shows a scatter of ±0.1 mag, and includes only a fraction of the stars in the galaxy. Given the potential significance of And V, we decided to re-investigate the metallicity of this galaxy using (1) deep multi-color images recorded during sub-arcsec seeing conditions and (2) spectra of individual stars that include the near-infrared Ca II triplet, which is a metallicity indicator (e.g. Armandroff & Da Costa 1991) . In the present paper we discuss the photometric measurements of stars in And V; the spectroscopic observations will be discussed in a second paper (Da Costa et al. in preparation) . Based on the slope of the giant branch in the CMD, we find that [Fe/H] = −2.2 ± 0.1, indicating that And V is more metal-poor than previously thought.
OBSERVATIONS AND REDUCTIONS
The data were obtained at the Gemini North telescope as part of the System Verification program for the Gemini Multi-Object Spectrograph (GMOS). Detailed descriptions of GMOS have been provided by Crampton et al. (2000) and Davies et al. (1997) , and so we restrict the present discussion to the GMOS detector. The detector for GMOS is a mosaic of three 2048 × 4608 EEV CCDs, each pixel of which subtends 0.
′′ 0727 on a side. A 5.
′ 5 diameter field is imaged on the detector array, which is over-sized so that spectra of objects near the field edge can be obtained. The detector was binned 2 × 2 at the telescope for these observations, so each supra-pixel subtends 0. ′′ 145 on a side.
Images of And V were recorded through g ′ , r ′ , and i ′ filters (Fukugita et al. 1996) . A series of nine exposures were obtained in each filter, and the telescope was offset between these to allow the gaps between the individual CCDs to be filled in when constructing the final images. The total exposure times and FWHMs of the And V data are listed in Table  1 .
The central regions of the globular clusters NGC 288, NGC 2419, and M2 (NGC 7089) were also imaged in g ′ and i ′ to calibrate the metallicity dependence of g ′ − i ′ ; r ′ images were also taken of NGC 2419. The exposure times and FWHM of the cluster data are also listed in Table 1 , while the metallicities of these clusters, as given in the current version (June 1999) of the Harris (1996) database, are listed in Table 2 .
The photometric calibration was defined using observations of 15 Landolt (1992) standard stars that were obtained over 3 different nights during the October system verification observing run. The standard magnitudes were transformed into the g ′ r ′ i ′ system using the relations given in Fukugita et al. (1996) . Mean atmospheric extinction coefficients for Mauna Kea were used, and the estimated uncertainties in the zeropoints are ±0.05 mag. Conditions were photometric when the data discussed in this paper were recorded.
The data were reduced using the processing pipeline developed for GMOS and implemented in the Gemini IRAF package. The reduction steps are (1) bias subtraction, (2) flat-field correction, including the correction of CCD-to-CCD gain differences, (3) the construction of a mosaic from the individual CCD images, taking into account the spatial shifts and rotations between the detector elements, (4) the spatial registration of the mosaiced images, and (5) co-addition of the mosaiced images. The latter step takes into account offsets made at the telescope to fill in the gaps between the CCDs, and also cleans the images of bad pixels and cosmic ray hits. The results were then trimmed to the area of common coverage, so that the exposure time was constant across the frame. The central portion of the final i ′ image, which contains the main body of And V, is shown in Figure 1 .
RESULTS

Photometric Measurements
Stellar brightnesses were measured with the PSF-fitting program ALLSTAR (Stetson & Harris 1988) , with PSFs and preliminary aperture measurements obtained from tasks in DAOPHOT (Stetson 1987) . Completeness fractions and internal uncertainties in the And V measurements were estimated from artificial star experiments in which scaled versions of the PSF, with brightnesses and colors tracing the locus of actual stars in the And V CMDs, were added to the final images. Photometric measurements of the artificial stars were made using the same procedures employed for real stars. The predicted completeness fractions and internal errors in the photometry in g ′ and i ′ are shown in Figure 2 .
The data reduction process included shifting and rotating individual images, and this could potentially affect the photometry. To estimate the extent of any systematic effects introduced by this processing, stellar brightnesses were measured from a portion of a single bias-subtracted and flat-fielded i ′ image that included the center of And V, and the results were compared with the photometry from the final co-added i ′ image. The two sets of measurements are in excellent agreement when i ′ < 21, which is where the difference in integration times has the least impact on the photometry. The mean difference in brightness for 25 stars having i ′ < 21 is 0.002 mag with a standard deviation of ±0.010 mag. For the 20 stars with i ′ between 21.0 and 21.5, which is the top 0.5 mag of the And V RGB, the difference is 0.010 mag with a standard deviation ±0.026 mag. After adjusting for the lower integration time of the single image, the standard deviation is consistent with the photometric scatter predicted from the artificial star experiments. Therefore, we conclude that the processing used to construct the final mosaiced co-added images has not affected the photometry.
And V is located at an intermediate Galactic latitude, and there is significant contamination from field stars and background galaxies at the brightnesses corresponding to giants in this galaxy. Given that And V is relatively compact and round (Caldwell 1999) , and that the fractional contamination from field objects depends on distance from the galaxy center, we decided to investigate the photometric properties of sources in 3 equal-area annuli centered on And V. The (i ′ , g ′ − i ′ ) CMDs of stars in these annuli are plotted in Figure 3 ; the radial dimensions used to define each annulus are also listed in this figure. Caldwell (1999) traced the light profile of And V out to a radius of ∼ 120 ′′ . However, the And V giant branch can be detected even in the outermost annulus data plotted in Figure 3 , indicating that And V extends to radii in excess of those explored by Caldwell (1999) ; consequently, the integrated brightness of And V estimated by Caldwell (1999) is likely a lower limit.
If mean metallicity and/or age varies in a systematic way with radius in And V then this will affect the location of the RGB in the CMDs. To determine if there is evidence for a population gradient, we measured the mean g ′ − i ′ color between i ′ = 22.75 and i ′ = 23.25, and found that g ′ − i ′ = 1.100 ± 0.009, 1.112 ± 0.015, and 1.076 ± 0.032 for the inner, middle, and outer annuli. The giant branch is not vertical, and annulus-to-annulus differences in the distribution of points along the i ′ axis could affect the means computed above. Therefore, we also computed the mean of the quantity b = (g
× (i ′ − 23) in each annulus for stars between i ′ = 22.75 and i ′ = 23.25. A least squares fit to the inner annulus RGB indicates that the RGB slope at this brightness is
= −0.261 ± 0.001, and we adopted this value to compute b. We find that b = 1.106 ± 0.008, 1.108 ± 0.015, and 1.098 ± 0.028 in the inner, middle, and outer annuli. We conclude that the color of the giant branch does not change significantly with distance from the center of And V, and so there is no evidence for a population gradient. This is consistent with the results of other M31 dwarf spheroidals (e.g. Da Costa, Armandroff, & Caldwell 2002) . Indeed, in no dwarf spheroidal system has any radial dependence of the RGB color been detected, with the possible exception of Fornax (Saviane, Held, & Bertelli 2000) .
The cluster CMDs were corrected for reddening and distance using the B − V color excesses and V HB brightnesses listed in the current version (June 1999) of Harris (1996) . Distances were based on the A crowded central field was intentionally imaged in each cluster in an effort to sample a significant number of bright giants for subsequent spectroscopic follow-up; nevertheless, despite the relatively high stellar densities, the CMDs are well-defined and extend below the main sequence turn-off. The scatter in the CMDs indicate that the internal photometric accuracy is on the order of a few hundredths of a mag. The NGC 288 CMD is the best-defined, as the field observed for this cluster has the lowest stellar density, and hence is least affected by crowding. However, the giant branch of this cluster in Figure 4 terminates 0.5 − 1.0 mag fainter than that of the other 2 clusters. We note that the light profiles presented by Trager, King, & Djorgovski (1995) indicate that the central surface brightness of NGC 288 is roughly 5 mag/arcsec 2 fainter in M V than for the other two clusters. The correspondingly lower central stellar density then explains the lack of bright giants: the number of stars in the NGC 288 field is simply not high enough to permit stars on the uppermost regions of the RGB to be observed.
The Metallicity of And V
To facilitate comparisons between the And V and globular cluster giant branches, normal points were computed from the (i ′ , g ′ − i ′ ) cluster CMDs. A recursive 3 − σ rejection scheme was used to suppress outliers. Any direct comparison between And V and the globular cluster data must also adjust for differences in distance and reddening. While the globular cluster distances can be computed using the brightness of the HB, the only standard candle currently available for And V is the RGB-tip, and the use of different standard candles when comparing the globular cluster and And V sequences is a potential source of systematic error 2 . Therefore, we adopted calibrations for the RGB-tip and HB that give consistent distance moduli. investigate the RGB-tip and HB distance scales using calibrations based on stellar evolution models, and the results from that study can be used to establish consistent distance scales for And V and the globular clusters. An initial distance modulus to And V was computed using the Armandroff et al. (1998) I−band RGB-tip measurement and Equation 9 of . We elected to use the Armandroff et al. (1998) RGB-tip measurement because it is in the same photometric system as the calibration. Nevertheless, we note that the RGB-tip occurs at i ′ = 20.95 in our data, which corresponds roughly to I = 20.8; hence, the RGB-tip brightness measured here is consistent with the Armandroff et al. (1998) value of I = 20.85. The RGB-tip calibration is mildly sensitive to metallicity, with M RGB−tip I differing by 0.09 mag between [Fe/H] = −1.6 and −2.2. Given this difference, we computed the distance modulus of And V using both [Fe/H] = −1.6 and −2.2, and found that the comparisons in Figure 5 , described below, are insensitive to the adopted metallicity. Cluster distance moduli were calculated using the HB V magnitudes listed in the current version of the Harris (1996) database and Equation 3 of , with ZAHB corrections from Equation 5 of .
The RGB-tip and HB calibrations might be expected to give different distance moduli because of uncertainties in the models of stars approaching the core He flash and experiencing core He burning. In fact, compared the distance moduli of seven galaxies computed using RGB-tip and HB measurements, and the data in their Table 4 indicate that there is a ∼ 0.15 mag offset, in the sense that the distance moduli computed with the HB tend to be lower. The entries for NGC 205 in Table 4 of were not included when computing this mean because the difference between the HB and RGB-tip distances for this galaxy is clearly discrepant. To bring the zeropoints of the RGB-tip and HB calibrations into agreement we subtracted 0.15 mag from the RGB-tip distance modulus of And V.
The standard candle brightness, reddening, and final distance modulus of And V and the clusters are listed in Table 2 . The reddening for And V listed in Table 2 is from Burstein & Heiles (1982) , while E(B − V ) values for the clusters are from the current version of the Harris (1996) database. The reddening for And V listed in Table 2 is not greatly different from that predicted by the Schlegel, Finkbeiner, & Davis (1998) extinction maps, which give E(B − V ) = 0.13 for And V. E(g ′ − i ′ ) was computed from E(B − V ) using the entries listed in Table 6 of Schlegel et al. (1998) . The distance scale is a matter of active debate, and we appreciate that other calibrations are available for the HB and RGB-tip; however, we are confident that the distances in Table 2 computed from the HB and RGB-tip are consistent, which is of fundamental importance for the comparisons described below.
The globular cluster RGB sequences are compared with the And V inner annulus data in the top panel of Figure 5 . It is reassuring that the RGB-tip brightnesses of And V, NGC 2419, and M2 agree, confirming that the adopted RGB-tip and HB calibrations are consistent. A visual inspection of the top panel of Figure 5 indicates that the And V data closely matches the RGB of NGC 2419, although when M i ′ is between -2 and -3 there may be a tendency for the And V data to fall midway between the NGC 2419 and M2 sequences. This comparison suggests that the majority of stars in And V have a metallicity comparable to NGC 2419, for which [Fe/H] = −2.1.
Uncertainties in the photometric calibration and the reddening complicate comparisons like those in the top panel of Figure 5 . For example, if E(B − V ) = 0.13 is adopted for And V, as predicted from the Schlegel et al. (1998) maps, then the And V sequence falls midway between the NGC 2419 and M2 giant branches. The shape of the upper RGB provides a means of estimating metallicity that is insensitive to uncertainties in the photometric calibration and reddening (e.g. Hartwick & Sandage 1968; Sarajedini 1994) , and so we use the slope of the upper giant branch to set constraints on the metallicity of And V. The giant branch of And V is steeper than that of M2, and this is demonstated in the bottom panel of Figure 5 , where the And V data from the top panel has been shifted by 0.07 mag along the color axis to force agreement with the M2 RGB when M i ′ > −3. When compared in this manner, stars with M i ′ < −3 in And V fall to the left of the M2 sequence, even though the And V data matches the M2 giant branch when M i ′ > −3. Thus, the And V RGB is steeper than that of M2, which is consistent with And V being more metal-poor than this cluster.
In an effort to compare the upper RGB slopes in a quantifiable manner, a least squares fit was made to the upper RGBs of And V, NGC 2419, and M2 to determine
, and the results are listed in Table 3 . NGC 288 was not considered, as our observations do not sample the upper RGB of this cluster. The slopes listed in Table 3 were measured from stars with M i ′ between −3 and −4, although the results are insensitive to the magnitude interval over which the slopes are calculated; for example, the conclusions do not change if slopes are measured using stars with M i ′ between -2 and -4. Obvious AGB and field stars were excluded from the analysis.
values for NGC 2419 and M2 are significantly different, in the sense that the RGB of NGC 2419 is steeper than that of M2. However, the entries for And V and NGC 2419 in Table 3 agree within the estimated uncertainties. Using observations of globular clusters spanning a range of metallicities, Sarajedini (1994) found that ∆V 1.2 , which is a measure of RGB slope based on the difference in V between the HB and the RGB at (V − I) 0 = 1.2, changes linearly with [Fe/H] . If it is assumed that
also changes in a linear manner with [Fe/H] then we find that [Fe/H] = −2.2 ± 0.1 for And V. We adopt this as our 'best' photometric metallicity estimate for And V.
The RGB LF of And V and a Search for Luminous AGB Stars
The LFs of And V and NGC 2419 are compared in the upper panel of Figure 6 . The And V LF was constructed using stars within 89 arcsec of the galaxy center, with tight limits being applied about the giant branch on the CMD to reduce field star contamination. The NGC 2419 LF in Figure 6 , which was scaled along the vertical axis to match the number of stars in the And V LF when M i ′ < −1, is in excellent agreement with the And V LF. The good agreement between the LFs of And V and NGC 2419 is not unexpected, given that the rate of evolution on the RGB does not change markedly with metallicity (e.g. VandenBerg 1992). Indeed, the i ′ LFs of NGC 288 ([Fe/H] ∼ −1.2) and M2 ([Fe/H] ∼ −1.6), which are compared in the lower panel of Figure 6 , are also very similar.
We have also searched And V for bright AGB stars, which are a signature of star formation during intermediate epochs. The dwarf spheroidal companions of the Milky-Way and M31 span a range of star-forming histories, with some containing uniformly old populations, while others contain populations that formed during intermediate epochs (e.g. Mateo 1998; Da Costa et al. 2000) . There are indications that the dwarf spheroidal systems of the Milky-Way and M31 may have evolved differently, since a significant fraction of the Galactic dwarf spheroidals contain intermediate-age populations, while the only M31 dwarf spheroidal to show such a population is And II (Da Costa et al. 2000) . The detection of an extended AGB in And V would suggest that the M31 and Milky-Way systems may not be as different as currently appears to be the case.
The (I, V − I) CMDs of systems with intermediate-age populations (e.g. Figure 5 of Richer, Crabtree, & Pritchet 1990) , suggest that if And V has an extended AGB then it will likely have a peak i ′ brightness within ∼ 1.0 mag of the RGB-tip, and extending ≤ 1 mag in (g ′ − i ′ ) redward of the RGB-tip. The (i ′ , g ′ − i ′ ) CMDs of stars in And V near the RGB-tip in the three radial intervals defined in Figure 3 are compared in Figure 7 . Foreground stars and background galaxies have magnitudes and colors that are similar to candidate AGB stars, and objects were counted in 0.5 mag (i ′ ) × 1.0 mag (g ′ − i ′ ) regions of each CMD to assess statistically this contamination; if And V contains a suitably large population of bright AGB stars then they will show up as an excess in the innermost annulus.
The boxes used for the star counts, and the number of objects detected in each, are indicated in Figure 7 . The mean number of stars in each box is 5.3, with a standard deviation ±2.7. Thus, the 9 objects in the innermost annulus with i ′ between 20.5 and 21.0, which is where an AGB component might be expected, do not constitute a statistically significant excess population. This does not mean the And V lacks an intermediate-age population, but simply that it is not large enough to produce a statistically significant number of bright AGB stars. Spectra and near-infrared photometry will be useful to determine if any bright sources near the center of And V are main sequence foreground stars, giants at the distance of And V, or background objects. We note that since And V is very metal-poor, then AGB-tip stars belonging to the galaxy may be Carbon stars, which can be identified using narrow-band imaging techniques (e.g. Richer, Pritchet, & Crabtree 1985; Cook, Aaronson, & Norris 1986 ).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Deep g ′ , r ′ , and i ′ images obtained with GMOS on the Gemini North telescope have been used to investigate the photometric properties of bright giants in the dwarf spheroidal galaxy And V. The data include stars that are three magnitudes in i ′ fainter than the RGB-tip, making the current paper the deepest photometric study of this galaxy to date. Based on the slope of the upper RGB on the (i ′ , g ′ − i ′ ) CMD, we conclude that And V has a metallicity [Fe/H] = −2.2 ± 0.1, which is significantly lower than was estimated by Armandroff et al. (1998) . With the previous metallicity estimate of [Fe/H] = −1.5, And V had the largest deviation from the trend between [Fe/H] and M V among dwarf galaxies plotted in Figure 4 of Caldwell (1999) ; however, our revised metallicity places And V squarely on this relation.
A number of factors, including environment, likely contribute scatter to the relation between M V and [Fe/H], and studies such as ours provide data that will ultimately allow the intrinsic dispersion about the [Fe/H] -M V relation to be measured. Our revised metallicity for And V tightens the relation between integrated brightness and metallicity for low mass systems, and one implication of such a tight relation is that the M/L ratio of dwarf systems must not differ by large amounts at a given M V . The chemical contents of dwarf elliptical galaxies in the M81 group appear to be defined by total baryonic mass (Caldwell et al. 1998) , rather than other properties such as the central stellar concentration, possibly suggesting that the [Fe/H] -M V relation has its origins in global galaxy properties. A caveat is that the structural properties of low mass galaxies in hierarchal systems may change with time; for example, tidal effects may alter the structural properties of dwarf systems (e.g. Cuddeford & Miller 1990 , Mayer et al. 2001 ).
There is an HI cloud close to And V on the sky but, with v ⊙ = −176 ± 1 km/sec (Blitz & Robishaw 2000) , the cloud has a velocity that is very different from that of And V, for which Evans et al. (2000) measure v ⊙ = −403 ± 4 km/sec, indicating that the cloud is likely a chance superposition. The absence of an HI reservoir for And V may not be surprising since, with a distance of 118 kpc from the center of M31, this galaxy falls within the 250 kpc radius where Local Group dwarf spheroidals appear to have low HI contents (Blitz & Robishaw 2000) . In fact, we do not find a statistically signicant population of upper AGB stars near the center of And V, suggesting that the galaxy did not experience significant star formation during intermediate epochs. At present, the only dwarf spheroidal companion of M31 to show evidence for star formation during intermediate epochs is And II (Da Costa et al. 2000) , whereas many of the dwarf spheroidal companions of the Milky-Way contain intermediate-age populations. It thus appears that the star-forming histories of the Milky-Way and M31 dwarf spheroidal systems may have been systematically different.
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And V −0.340 ± 0.021 NGC 2419 −0.360 ± 0.024 M2 −0.494 ± 0.033 Table 3 ′ , as predicted from the artificial star experiments. C is the ratio of recovered to added stars, while σ is the standard deviation of the difference between the measured and actual stellar brightness. 
